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merriam webster unabridged the meaning of material is relating to derived from or
consisting of matter especially physical how to use material in a sentence synonym
discussion of material formed or consisting of matter physical corporeal the material
world antonyms incorporeal relating to concerned with or involving matter material
forces pertaining to the physical rather than the spiritual or intellectual aspect of
things material comforts a physical substance that things can be made from building
materials such as stone crude oil is used as the raw basic material for making
plastics fewer examples the meteorites contained only inorganic material clay is a
very plastic material uranium is a radioactive material some common synonyms of
material are applicable apposite apropos germane pertinent and relevant while all
these words mean relating to or bearing upon the matter in hand material implies so
close a relationship that it cannot be dispensed with without serious alteration of
the case material noun information b1 c or u information used when writing something
such as a book or information produced in various forms to help people or to
advertise products i m in the process of collecting material for an article that i m
writing more examples there exist various types of materials in the world materials
are classified on their properties like composition texture mass and more features to
know more about the properties of materials in detail visit byju s a material is a
solid substance electrons in a conducting material such as a metal the design of new
absorbent materials recycling of all materials 2 variable noun material is cloth the
thick material of her skirt of the materials are soft and comfortable to wear
məˈtɪriəl countable uncountable a substance that things can be made from building
materials bricks sand glass etc every item we sell is made out of recycled material
all the furniture is crafted from natural materials synthetic man made materials
bacteria help break down dead plant material such as fallen leaves a material is a
substance or mixture of substances that constitutes an object materials can be pure
or impure living or non living matter materials can be classified on the basis of
their physical and chemical properties or on their geological origin or biological
function the many materials studied and applied in materials science are usually
divided into four categories metals polymers semiconductors and ceramics related
topics law material2 adjective usually before noun 1 relating to your money
possessions living conditions etc rather than the needs of your mind or soul opp
spiritual material goods possessions wealth etc the spiritual life is more important
than material possessions a society that places high importance on material rewards 2
1 answer sorted by 3 you would use material without the s according to dictionary com
materials the articles or apparatus needed to make or do something material a group
of ideas facts data etc that may provide the basis for or be incorporated into some
integrated work share improve this answer answered may 20 2015 at 5 19 stress strain
curves are an extremely important graphical measure of a material s mechanical
properties and all students of mechanics of materials will encounter them often
however they are not without some subtlety especially in the case of ductile
materials that can undergo sub stantial geometrical change during testing plastics
are a wide range of synthetic or semi synthetic materials that use polymers as a main
ingredient their plasticity makes it possible for plastics to be moulded extruded or
pressed into solid objects of various shapes synthetic textiles textiles produced
from chemicals include polyester acrylic nylon spandex and carbon fibre leather a
durable and flexible material made from animal skin mostly cattle fibers other fiber
materials beyond textiles natural fibers such as wood fiber are often used to make
other materials such as paper and wood products material sentence examples material
meanings synonyms sentences all scientific material from the past is making its way
online 523 129 she collected a handful of the material in modest protest 404 190 she
had nothing material to report 274 156 i m not about to waste my best material on a
machine 221 135 28 types of fabrics and their uses 2024 masterclass design style 28
types of fabrics and their uses written by masterclass last updated aug 12 2021 12
min read deciding which type of fabric to make an item with is an important decision
as fabrics can have countless qualities anne trafton mit news office publication date
february 2 2022 press inquiries caption the new material is a two dimensional polymer
that self assembles into sheets and could be used as a lightweight durable coating
for car parts or cell phones or as a building material for bridges or other
structures credits 78015 understanding the material world sophia krzys acord and
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kevin s jones innovation often happens at an interface in materials science and
engineering mse groundbreaking discoveries have occurred at the interfaces of two or
more different materials fabrics can be created from a single fiber cotton linen silk
etc or as a blend poly cotton often you ll see lists of types of fabrics but they re
actually lists of fiber types cotton polyester silk bamboo hemp wool linen acetate
the above are just some i ve seen that are incorrectly attributed to fabric types
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material definition meaning merriam webster

Mar 29 2024

merriam webster unabridged the meaning of material is relating to derived from or
consisting of matter especially physical how to use material in a sentence synonym
discussion of material

material definition meaning dictionary com

Feb 28 2024

formed or consisting of matter physical corporeal the material world antonyms
incorporeal relating to concerned with or involving matter material forces pertaining
to the physical rather than the spiritual or intellectual aspect of things material
comforts

material definition in the cambridge english dictionary

Jan 27 2024

a physical substance that things can be made from building materials such as stone
crude oil is used as the raw basic material for making plastics fewer examples the
meteorites contained only inorganic material clay is a very plastic material uranium
is a radioactive material

material synonyms 258 similar and opposite words merriam

Dec 26 2023

some common synonyms of material are applicable apposite apropos germane pertinent
and relevant while all these words mean relating to or bearing upon the matter in
hand material implies so close a relationship that it cannot be dispensed with
without serious alteration of the case

material english meaning cambridge dictionary

Nov 25 2023

material noun information b1 c or u information used when writing something such as a
book or information produced in various forms to help people or to advertise products
i m in the process of collecting material for an article that i m writing more
examples

what is material properties of materials classification

Oct 24 2023

there exist various types of materials in the world materials are classified on their
properties like composition texture mass and more features to know more about the
properties of materials in detail visit byju s

material definition and meaning collins english
dictionary

Sep 23 2023

a material is a solid substance electrons in a conducting material such as a metal
the design of new absorbent materials recycling of all materials 2 variable noun
material is cloth the thick material of her skirt of the materials are soft and
comfortable to wear
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material noun definition pictures pronunciation and
usage

Aug 22 2023

məˈtɪriəl countable uncountable a substance that things can be made from building
materials bricks sand glass etc every item we sell is made out of recycled material
all the furniture is crafted from natural materials synthetic man made materials
bacteria help break down dead plant material such as fallen leaves

material wikipedia

Jul 21 2023

a material is a substance or mixture of substances that constitutes an object
materials can be pure or impure living or non living matter materials can be
classified on the basis of their physical and chemical properties or on their
geological origin or biological function

materials science definition types study facts

Jun 20 2023

the many materials studied and applied in materials science are usually divided into
four categories metals polymers semiconductors and ceramics

material meaning of material in longman dictionary of

May 19 2023

related topics law material2 adjective usually before noun 1 relating to your money
possessions living conditions etc rather than the needs of your mind or soul opp
spiritual material goods possessions wealth etc the spiritual life is more important
than material possessions a society that places high importance on material rewards 2

grammatical number material vs materials which is
correct

Apr 18 2023

1 answer sorted by 3 you would use material without the s according to dictionary com
materials the articles or apparatus needed to make or do something material a group
of ideas facts data etc that may provide the basis for or be incorporated into some
integrated work share improve this answer answered may 20 2015 at 5 19

1 4 stress strain curves engineering libretexts

Mar 17 2023

stress strain curves are an extremely important graphical measure of a material s
mechanical properties and all students of mechanics of materials will encounter them
often however they are not without some subtlety especially in the case of ductile
materials that can undergo sub stantial geometrical change during testing

plastic wikipedia

Feb 16 2023

plastics are a wide range of synthetic or semi synthetic materials that use polymers
as a main ingredient their plasticity makes it possible for plastics to be moulded
extruded or pressed into solid objects of various shapes
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20 types of materials simplicable

Jan 15 2023

synthetic textiles textiles produced from chemicals include polyester acrylic nylon
spandex and carbon fibre leather a durable and flexible material made from animal
skin mostly cattle fibers other fiber materials beyond textiles natural fibers such
as wood fiber are often used to make other materials such as paper and wood products

examples of material in a sentence yourdictionary com

Dec 14 2022

material sentence examples material meanings synonyms sentences all scientific
material from the past is making its way online 523 129 she collected a handful of
the material in modest protest 404 190 she had nothing material to report 274 156 i m
not about to waste my best material on a machine 221 135

28 types of fabrics and their uses 2024 masterclass

Nov 13 2022

28 types of fabrics and their uses 2024 masterclass design style 28 types of fabrics
and their uses written by masterclass last updated aug 12 2021 12 min read deciding
which type of fabric to make an item with is an important decision as fabrics can
have countless qualities

new lightweight material is stronger than steel mit news

Oct 12 2022

anne trafton mit news office publication date february 2 2022 press inquiries caption
the new material is a two dimensional polymer that self assembles into sheets and
could be used as a lightweight durable coating for car parts or cell phones or as a
building material for bridges or other structures credits

1 understanding the material world engineering
libretexts

Sep 11 2022

78015 understanding the material world sophia krzys acord and kevin s jones
innovation often happens at an interface in materials science and engineering mse
groundbreaking discoveries have occurred at the interfaces of two or more different
materials

40 different types of fabric and their uses with
pictures

Aug 10 2022

fabrics can be created from a single fiber cotton linen silk etc or as a blend poly
cotton often you ll see lists of types of fabrics but they re actually lists of fiber
types cotton polyester silk bamboo hemp wool linen acetate the above are just some i
ve seen that are incorrectly attributed to fabric types
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